Immigration BOAHHH !

By: Chani & KenKen <3
This presentation is about immigration cartoons from the 1800's and Now.
People from Mexico have a hard life & they don't have as many opportunities as we do as Americans. Many of Hispanics come to America looking for a better life. And there is a fence between America and Mexico because the government and a majority of the people that live in the U.S. don't want them here. :( 
Suspicious Immigrant Activities

The police want to see his papers to know he's legal, because he's doing a job that usually people without papers would do. The Hispanic guy is mowing his lawn, and doing a job for him.
Discrimination

In this picture it's showing that they want cheap, low pay, hard working people to come and work for them. So they automatically put up signs that look like a Mexican. They are implying that all Mexicans are the same like they can't go out and get a real job where they are being paid equally.
Arizona's Immigration Inquisition

If anyone suspects you to be an illegal alien or a Mexican, Puerto Rican at all people that are against illegal immigration would be more than happy to attack you.
Cartoon: Sweeping Immigration

This picture is about the reform to immigration, to make it legal. And the government is trying to sweep out all the people that don't think it's okay. Like the person that's holding the sign Keep Out. They won't be able to do this anymore.
Chinese

The states and Missouri are trying to chase the Asians away & all their customs. They want them to go back to China. The Chinese brought a lot of good things to the U.S. and helped shape the country.
Immigration Devaluing

Because of the immigration law If you are illegal and a part of your family isn't they can split up your family and send the illegals back.
Foreigners View of Irish: Culture

They call illegal immigrants illegal aliens. Sometimes the people who are against illegal immigration forget that they are still people, they have feelings and that they are no different from you and me.
Our Presentation. 😍

Lots of people have a lot of problems with immigration. Immigration is what makes the U. S. and we wouldn't be our own country without all the different cultures we have. We all need to join together and act as one because at one point we all came from here and there to become one. Thank You.
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